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The rime depel'llkllCe of COllCl?te fracture. and parTicuiJJrly rite effect of 

loading rille. has so far hem slUflied mainiy in :he dynamic rang'. TM 
present study e:aends a pl?ceding inVtSnga:loll of rite rate ~eet in rite 
s.anc raJ'!ge thar covel?d rimes:o peair./rom I :0 300.000 sec. Geometri
cally simiiJJr thru-poiru-bmd speeimtllS oj :hT?e diff'el?lIl sizes an sub
Jecred ro eirher a sudden lOOO-jold incl?ase of the loading rille or a 100fo/d 
sudden dec~ase of tlte Wading f'Ille. II is found dr.aIrhe post·peair. softening 
can oe rew"sed ro hardenin;. followed I7y a second load peair. thal can be 
e!rhe .. higher or lower than rite prnoious load peaJr.. The rise to the second 
peale depends on the prnoious post·peale load drop from rite firsl peair. load. 
A. sudden decrease in rite loading rate causes iniliIzJly a Sleeper softening 
slope. The souf't:e of rltese rime-depen4ent effects app,an to be fI01 omy rite 
rheMUlily aclivllled natU~ of rhe process oj bond rupruns in rhe fracrun 
proass :Ollt! but also rite effect of c~ep. both a lIOIIiinear cnep in rhefrat:· 
tu~ process :Ollt! and a linear c~ep in the builc of the speciMm. TMl?SuiLr 
oj this study and a prnoious ;rudy suggest lhalrherr is a significant differ
ella ill frae~ behavior for slum-rime and long·1iJPU /cQds. TM pftellOm
ena ooserved are of illle~sr. for uample. jorrhe analysis of concnte dams 
wirh craeJc.s thal evolve over marry years. Marhem4ticai modeling of tJu 
Pf'l!1ellt test f'l!suiis is left for a subseqUt!lIl study. 

Keywords: concretes; cnckin& (fracturin&); creep properties; failure; 
loading I'3te; viscoelasticity. 

Understanding of fracture mechanics of concrete is neces
sary for improving the design of concrete structures against 
various types of brittle fail~. and particularly for taking 
into account the size effect and ductility limitations. Al
though the classical fracture mechanics is a rate-independent 
(time-independent) theory. the fracture properties of all ma
terials depend upon the loading rate. One source of the rate 
sensitivity is the process of rupture of interatomic or inter
molecular bonds at the tips of ~crocracks. which represents 
a therIriaily activated eroc~ governed by- a certain activa
tion energy. The rate sensitivity is explained by the fact that 
the probability that the thermal vibration energy of an atom 
or molecule would exceed th~ activation energy barner of 
the bond increases with the superimposed potential due to 
applied stress or load.. . . 

A second source of rate sensitivity is creep (or stress relax
ation) in the fracture process lone, as well as in the bulk of 
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the specimen. The creep effect is negligible at very fast. dy
namic loading rates, but inertia (or wave propagation) effects 
complicate dynamic fracture. The creep effect becomes im
POrtant only at sufficiently slow loading rates. complicating 
the fracture theory, while the inertia effects vanish. Whereas 
Shah and Chandra (19iO). Wittmann and Zaitsev (1972). Liu 
et al. (1989). and others have already suggested that conc;ete 
fracture is affected by creep. a detailed investigation of this 
effect has not been conducted. On the other hand. the rate ef
fect in concrete fracture has been extensively investigated in 
the dynamic range of loading. in which the ma:timum load is 
reached in less than one second (see Mindess and Shah 
1986). In a material such as concrete. which exhibits pro
nounced creep under long-time loading, the rate effect in the 
static range and the contribution of creep to it may be expect
ed to be particularly strong. 

For this reason. a preceding study by BaZant and Gettn 
(1992) investigated the rate effect in the statiC; range experi
mentally. Using crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) 
rates with times-to-peale load ranging from I to 300.000 sec 
(3.5 days). The size effect method. coupled with the effective 
modulus approximation of creep. has been used to determine 
the rate dependence of fracture properties. The fracture 
toughness was found to decrease with a decreasing rate. as a 
continuation. of the trend previously known for the dynamic 
range. As a new. surprising result, the effective length of the 
fracrure process zone was found to decrease With decreasing 
rate, which implies that for slow loading ~e brittleness num
ber increases and the response shifts clo~r to linear elastic 
fracrure mechanics (LEFM). Load relaxation at constant 
CMOD, in the post-peak regime was also investigated and 
found to be very pronounced. The time curves of relaxing 
l~ad we~ fo~d to be approximately straight lines in ~e log-
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a::t. .. .rn of the elapsed til:Ie and the load drop to be several 
ti!:les larger than for a linearly viscoelastic relaxation of un
notched specimens for the same relaxation duration. T:le dif
fer::lce between these two relaxations has been attributed to 
:ime-dependent processes. prtncipally creep. in the fracture 
process zone. 

:;:om Bah.nt and Ge~'s (1992) srudy it became clear 
that the~ is a strong interaction between fracture and :reep. 
willch must be taken into account in predicting thelong-term 
load-carrying capacity of sC'Ucrures with cracks. This is par
tic:.llarly important for analyzing the failure of concrete 
daos. in wt-ich large frac=ures often develor grad~y over 
a period of many years. 

.c.S far as materials other than concrete are concerned. the 
eff~tS ofloading rate in the static range were recently inves
tigated by BaZant. Bai. md Gettu (1991) on limestone. The 
eff::ct of the loading rate was found to be significant. but less 
pronounced than for concrete. and 00 shift ofbrittleoess with 
a dec:'easing loading rate has been observed. This is no doubt 
explained by the fact that limestone does oot exhibit any sig
nL.'icant creep. and so most of the rate effect must be due to 
the thermally activated process of bond.rupDJreS. 

Toe preceding study of BaZant and Genu (1992) was lim
ited to constant loading rates. The purpose of the present 
study. on which preliminary reports were made in several 
conference papers by BaZant and GettU (1989. 1990. 199-~. 
is to present the experimental results on the effect of a sUd
de:: change of loading :-ate. Knowledge of this effect is es
se:Hial for formulating a time-dependent mathematical 
model for the fracture process zone. which will be the sub
jec~ of a subsequent study. By adopting the R<urve (resis· 
tance curve) model for o.o.Jlinear fracture. the effect of the 
constant loading rate has already been successfully de
scribed in three brief conference papers (BaZant and Genu 
1989; Buant 1990; and BaZant and Jir:isek 1992), and it 
may be expected that an extension of this approach would 
work also io the case of sudden changes of the loading rate. 
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Fig. 2-Typicai recorded lim4 histories of CMOD arid lead 
achieved Oy tM controls o/the un equipTMnt used. Pan (b) 
is an exptJ1'l4kd version 0/(0.) 

MATERIAL, TEST SPECIMENS, AND TEST 
PROCEOURE 

The material studied was plain coocn:te. with a mix racio 
of cement:sand:gravel:water = 1:2:2:0.6, by weight. ASTM 
Type I portland cement was used. The aggregate consisted of 
crushed limestone gravel of maximum grain size of 13 mm 
(0.5 in.) and siliceous sand passing standard sieve No. 2. cor
responding to maximum grain size 5 mm. The average stan-
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Fig. 3( a)-(f)-Measu~d responses for a lOOO-/old rate increase after a load drop to 90 
to 95 percent p .. (S-small. M-medium. L-large specimen) 

dard 28-day cylinder strength of the concrete was f: = 37 
MPa (5370 psi). . 

The specimens were three-point-bent notched beams 
shown in Fig. 1. Specimens of three sizes. characterized by 
beam depths d = 38, 76, and IS2 mm (l.5. 3, and 6 in.). were 
tested (labeled as S-smalI, M-middle, L-large). The 
specimens of different sizes were geometrically similar in 
two dimensions, and the beam thickness b = 38 mm (1.5 in.) 
was constant for specimens of all the sizes. The beam length 
was 8d/3, ~e span was 2;Sd, and the notch length ~as d/6. 
The ~eriS' were cast with the notCh face at the bottom.. 
The ~otCtieS were cut with a diamond band saw,'aDd werei.8 
mm (O~07 in.> Wide. - -

The. spec#mens' were cured in water for 65 days, at w~ch 
time they were tested (within a few hours after retrieval from 
the waicr bath). During the tests. the specimens had their Sur
faces seale4 with siliconized ac:yiic latex CD prevent mois
ture loss. The specimens and their material were the same as 
in the preceding study by BaZant and Geuu (1992). 
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The specimens were tested at controlled CMOD rates. To 
being the effects of the loading rate to light, the loading rate 
must change by several orders of magnitude. and the change 
of loading rate must be sudden, almost instantaneous. This 
can be achieved only in a computer<ontrOlled closed-loop 
testing machine. The testing frame must also be sufficiently 
stiff and the pumps sufficiently powerful to make such a sud
den change of loading rate possible. These conditions were 
met by using an MTS closed-loop testing machine (20-kip 
load frame using test star digital controls). 

Fig. 2(a,b) shows. as an example, tberecordofthe CMOD 
time history produced by the loading equipment. It is seen 
from Fig. 2(a) that, compared to the·previoUs historj.-the 
loading rate changes prac'tically" instantaneously since the 

time curve immediately becomes an almost vertical line. In 
Fig. 2(b), the time scale is greatly expanded to show the de

tail of the CMOD history at the' time ofthc rate change. Here 
one can discern some imperfections (such as load oscilla-
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Table 2-Specimen test series 

I I First peak. p. I 
I . Ap, days Fitst rate, Rate chaIIge Second I3te. Second peak. 

Specimen mmlsec mmlsec P: 
S2 I 66 1.0 x 10"S 1600N 

I 
0.63 PM 1.0 x Hr' 0;11 p. 

I 
12 ~m 1001 N 1134N 
1150 sec 45 jLm S4!L11l 

I 4520 sec: 4527 sec: 
55 1.0 x lO"s 4404N 0.66 PM 1.0 x 10"2 0.75 p. 

15 ~m 2891 N 3314N 
MS 1500 sec 30..5 ~m 3711101 

3115 sec 3119 sec: 

1.3 67 • 1.8 x lO's 3345N 0.64 p. 1.8 x 10"2 O.n PM 
25.9 I'm 2148 N 2S62N 
1420 sec 91.7 ;un 134 jLm 

~ 511S sec: 
54 66 2.0 x !(rs 1824N 0,26 PM 5.0 x 10 .. 2 No second 

• "16 11m 467N peak 
1105.4 sec: 144 jLm 

:.(cr-JI I11III1; M(cta'O _I; U.cr-IUIIIDI). 

tions just before the steep rise); however, these imperfec
tions are insignificant compared to the liuration of the test. 

. ~. 

EFFECT OF SUDDEN INCREASE OR DECREASE 
OF LOADING RATE 

Fora sufficiently large increase of the loading rate, the re
sults shown in Fig. 3 reveal that the post-peak softening can 
be reversed to hardening that is follOwed by a second peak. 
after which a new post-peak softening branch begins. The 
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7060.3 sec 

second peak can be higher or lower than the first peak at the 
previous slow rate of loading, depending on the ratio of rate 
increase and on the magnitude of the load decrease prior to 
the increase of rate. Fig. 3(c) shows a typical response, in 
which the itiitialloading rate was IO-s almtsec (CMOD rate) 
and.. relatively soon after the ~ load P 16' the.1oading rate 
was suddenly increased 1000 times to 10-2 mm/sec, at the 
moment when the load bad dropped to 97 percent of p .. The 
second peak p: occurs at 3725 N (837Ibf). For loading his-
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Fig. 4( a)·( c)-Measured responses for a IOOO-fold rate 
increase after a load drop to 0.65 P,. (S-small. M-medium. L
large specimen) 

tories of this type. the second peak P , generally occurs at 
u 

the load of about 110 to 135 percent ~f the first peak P " •.. 
The test results obtained on various individual specimens 

are given in Table 1. The response diagrams ofload versus' 

CMOD are shown in Fig. 3(a) through (t) for specim~ns of 
three sizes (small. medium. large) and for different values of 
the load drop from the previous peak: at which the rate w~' 
chosen to be suddenly increased. 
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.;' • after a load drop co 0.26 P,. 

Some load-C~10D diagrams exhibit small pseudo-peaks 
(55. L2. L .. in Fig. 3(b). (e). and (D] before the flrst peak is 
reached. In some specimens. one can see a relatively flat re
gion 1).12 and L2. Fig. 3(c) and (e)] occurring after the first 
peak. These! (\vo phenomena are probably not systematic and 
are caused bv random effects. specimen microstructural het
erogeneity. and similar int1uences. 

In another test series. the faster rate started after a much
greater load drop. namely. from P,. to 0.65 p •. The second 
peak still ocurred; however, it was lower. only about 0.75 P,. 
(see Table 2 and Fig. 4(a) through (c)]. 

In the single specimen tested. no second peak was found 
when the faster rate started after a much greater load drop. 
from p ... to 0.26 Pw (Fig. 5). 

In a second group of tests. the specimens were loaded at 
the fast rate and. in the post-peak regime. the loading rate 
was suddenlv decreased 10 times. from 10~ to 10.5 mmlsec. 
The results ~e shown in Fig. 6(a) through (c) and also given 
in Table 3. The sudden decrease in loading rate was always 
accompanied by an almost instantaneous drop in load fol
lowed by a conventional post-peak softening reponse. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Testing several identical specimens at the same loading 

historl reveals that there can be substantial scatter. This is 
exemplifled by Specim~ns MAl and MA2 [Fig. 6(b) and 
(c)]. In future extensions of this program. it would therefore 
be desirable to test a larger number of specimens and con
duct their statistical evaluation. Nevertheless. despite the 
limited scope of the presently reported tests. the results 
show. overall. a coherent picture. Similar effects are seen for 
different but similar loading histories. and certain trends are 
clearly discernible. From these overall trends. the following 
conclusions may be drawn. 

1. An increase of the loading rate in the post-peak regime 
causes a stiffening of the response. and if the rate increase is 
sufficiently large (several orders of magnitude), the post
peak softening is reversed to hardening and is followed by 
second peak. 
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Fig. 6(a)-(c}-Measurt(f~sponsesfora l01o/d rate 
decrease (S-small. M-medium) 

2. The second peak may be larger or lower than the fIrSt 
peak under the previous cons~t rate oj loading. The greater 
the post-peak load drop pri«.to the rate increase. the smaller 
is the rise to the second peale. 

3. After a decrease of the loading rate. the descending 
post-peak slope fl!St becomes steeper. but later the previous 
slope is resumed again. 

4. The effects of the loading rate change are similar for 
specimens of various sizes (the data for specimens of various 
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Fig. 7-Load deflection slopes accessible by changing (he 
loading rare in rhe post-peak softening regime 

sizes will be needed for developing a mathematical mode!). 
It is also interesting to compare the present reSults to the 

results of relaxation tests from Baiant and Genu (1992). 
The relaxation tests correspond to a decrease of the loading 
rate to zero. The present results show that the response to a 
decrease of the loading rate gradually approaches the relax
ation tests. 

On the basis of this study. as weU as the previous study by 
Baiant and Gertu (199:). one may infer that by a certain 
sudden change of the loading rate it is possible to produce 
any of the loading slopes shown by arrows in Fig. i. 
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